Apparent diffusion coefficient measurement in luminal breast cancer: will tumour shrinkage patterns affect its efficacy of evaluating the pathological response?
To determine which region of interest (ROI) placement method of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) measurement has the best performance for predicting pathological complete response (PCR) at two cycles of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) according to different tumour shrinkage patterns of luminal breast cancer and to assess the evaluative accuracy of ADC value combined with other clinicopathological indicators. Sixty-one patients who underwent NAC for histopathologically confirmed breast cancer were enrolled in this retrospective study. The ADC values of different shrinkage patterns (concentric shrinkage, nest or dendritic shrinkage, and mixed shrinkage) for tumours shown by diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) were measured independently using three ROI placement methods (single-round, three-round, and freehand). Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were used to assess the interobserver variability in the ADC values. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to identify the independent predictors of PCR. The best placement method found was single-round ROI in all the patients (AUC=0.863). When analysed separately, the effectiveness results differed: the single-round method was optimal for concentrically shrinking tumours (AUC=0.970); the freehand method was optimal for nest or dendritically shrinking tumours (AUC=0.714); and the three-round method was optimal for mixed shrinking tumours (AUC=0.975). Multivariate logistic analysis showed that oestrogen receptor (ER), ΔADC% and tumour diameter reduction (ΔD%) were independent factors in evaluating the PCR. The methods for measuring ADC values vary across different shrinkage patterns of luminal tumours. ΔADC%, ER and ΔD% were independent factors for evaluating the PCR.